2021 IFAA Indoor State Tournament
March 5th-7th, 2021

To Our Loyal Members,
We the IFAA Officers and Directors would like to let everyone know that 2021 Indoor State will be taking
place in Kokomo Indiana at the Kokomo Event and Convention Center March 5th-7th, 2021. With that
being said we have to make changes to comply with restrictions in place with the state of Indiana and
the local health department. Without a lot of notice this could change at any given time if the state of
Indiana, event center or the local health department makes any changes.
We are going to be limiting the number of shooters per line time to 80 shooters; because we are
limiting shooters we will be making the members of NFAA and IFAA the priority for line times if all three
line times are full. Upon all the lines being full we will have a waiting list.
We will be shooting two shooters per bale with a line 1 and line 2 and two bales scoring
together. This will help us with social distancing. The line times will be 7am, 12pm, and 4pm on
Saturday. To help us with contact tracing on day 2 you will shoot the same target and time with the
12pm line moving to 11am and the 4pm line moving to 3pm. We ask that shooters show up no earlier
than 30-60 minutes prior to your shooting line time. We will be offering practice Friday night only
starting at 5-8 pm and price for practice will be $5 per target. There will be a maximum of 80 shooters in
the building during practice hours.
In order to determine champions in the event of a tie we will use the inside out scores from the
last 3 ends of day two, to determine a winner. If a tie still exists then we will go to first “X” missed
starting with the first end on day one scoring.
Along with the shooters we are going to try to minimize the amount of guests and spectators we
have to comply with event attendance numbers, with only parents or guardians being in attendance. We
are asking that no more than 2 or 3 spectators for youth shooters. Masks will be required by all when
not shooting.
This year due to not knowing if we were holding this tournament we were not able to order our
normal trophies so we will be giving out belt buckles and medals in place of trophies. We will not be
doing an award ceremony at the tournament site, these will be given to your district directors at our
spring meeting and they will give them to the shops nearest to the winners. Along with these changes
we had to make some tough decisions on some of the other events we normally have during the state
tournament. We will still be awarding the Big Buck Award, Life Time Achievement Award (if there is a
nomination) and Shooter of the Year. Unfortunately we will not be holding the Pro Am on Saturday night
and we will not be having the team tournament either.
We will still be having our food vendor with designated tables for just food customers. Chairs
and seating will be limited also. Our shirt vendor will also be setup selling shirts. These are the only two
vendors who will be in attendance.
We would like to thank everyone for understanding the changes and hopefully we will see
everyone at Indoor State Tournament.
Sincerely,
IFAA President
Kyle Van Meter

